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Seventy-five years ago, Switzerland experienced the fascination of
flight. Throughout the country, various pioneers of flight flew in
exhibitions to raise funds to ensure that their homeland would not
be threatened due to a lack of planes and pilots . This card was
flown by Oskar Bider in Burgdorf on March 30, 1913 (from the
collection of Wayne Fitzgibbons) . See story inside . SW





President's Corner
Charles J . LaBlonde

History: Soon To Be & Postal

As I picked up my pen to write these few lines, it struck me that
I will only have this privilege four more times . Some of you are

already saying thank God . . .and that's okay . From time to time, we

all need a change and, for AHPS, that time comes every two
years . To assure no monopoly on AHPS leadership and to spread
the work load, we elect and appoint officials every second year.
We need you. . .to volunteer, to serve, to participate in the
leadership of your society for a couple years . There will be a
variety of jobs available in 1989 ; let's hear from you.

Many thanks to the majority of you who made the effort to pay
your dues on time. This was the first time we mailed separate
bills for dues and you made the experiment a success . And a
special thanks to those of you who wrote to us ; your kind remarks
are greatly appreciated by the volunteers who make AHPS great.

Do any of you collect philatelic literature? The recent book by
Arthur Wyss, Die Post in der Schweiz, is truly magnificent . Yes,
it's expensive, but once you get over wallet shock, you will
treasure this 2000 year postal history of Switzerland. The text is
in German, but the illustrations, maps and tables dominate . Mister
Wyss worked over 30 years at the PTT Museum, 24 years as
Museum Director . He has tremendous knowledge and access to
much rare documentation . This beauty is a must.

Time to start work on your SEPAD exhibit and to make your
travel plans. Our 50th birthday promises to be something special.
More information elsewhere in this Tell . See you there!
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EDITOR'S COMMENT

	

Steven S . Weston

In this issue, I'm breaking with tradition a little bit in that I'm
running a rather lengthy article in full . Normally, articles over
five pages are serialized over several issues in order to provide
variety in each issue . I like variety too ; the last issue dealt with
at least nine different topics (I could count Henry Ratz's "General
Store" article as four topics in itself) . However, running a long
article in one piece provides the complete story in one read and
certainly aids later philatelic research.

I hope that I can provide variety and excellent feature
articles . For variety, this issue has articles on aerophilately,
FDCs, so-called "tourist cachets," auction results, a book review,
and our regular items . As a feature, Harlan Stone has written an
excellent article about Switzerland's internal postage dues.

With each issue, I learn more about being an editor . I learned
that my computer spelling checker doesn't know how to spell
"weird" since it let's "wierd" slide by . I've also learned that
philatelic exhibitors like to know what was shown by whom ; and
for that reason, I'm reprinting last issue's show results in its
unexpurgated form. In order to get everything to fit within the
confines of 40 pages, I've had to occasionally resort to a smaller
type face. You may also notice less white space on these pages
than in issues past.

I'd like to thank our authors who have taken time to write
articles and to thank our other contributors for their columns,
auctions, news, illustrations, etc . As Editor, I certainly appreciate
their efforts. As an AHPS member, I think I speak for all of us
in offering thanks to them. Keep up the good work.

I'd also like to thank the many members who have written me
about my work on Tell . Your comments, critiques, complaints,
kudos, suggestions, all, were gratefully received.

Finally, I'd like to share a couple of news items submitted by
members . A wonderful new book has been written by Arthur
Wyss, former head of the PTT Museum in Bern, titled Die Post in
der Schweiz. Full of amazing old photos, maps, charts, and
schedules; it chronicles the postal history of Switzerland. I hope
to print a review in the next issue.

Michael Rutherfoord writes that the helping-hands design on
the flood relief issue has been officially used before by the PTT.
In 1982, it was used as a FDC cachet design for the Salvation
Army publicity stamp . The earlier design is different only in that
both hands were rendered in outline form, where the more recent
design has one hand filled-in with color.
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Who's Who on Swiss Stamps

	

Rudy Schaelchli

Charles Pictet de Rochemont was
born in Geneva in 1755 . His father
was in the military services of the
Kingdom of Sardinia and later
Holland. Rochemont entered the
French military service when he was
20 and returned to his hometown in
1789, when he reorganized and
commanded Geneva's home-guard . He
was named the city's auditor in 1790
and in 1793, he took part in meetings
of the National Assembly . After the
fall of Napoleon, the Swiss

Government sent him to Paris as its
diplomat . Rochemont was the

principle initiator of the 1815 Neutrality Act, proclaiming Switzer-
land neutral for all times . He was recognized for his services to
the country by the Swiss Diet on August 18, 1816. He died in
1824 on his farm in Lancy. On December 1, 1955, the Swiss PTT
issued a Pro Juventute stamp (PJ 158) designed and engraved by
Karl Bickel to mark the 200th anniversary of Rochemont's birth.
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Switzerland's Internal Postage Due

	

Harlan F. Stone

The portion of this article devoted to postage due amounts appeared in slightly
different form in Stamp Collector on July 5, 1980 and in the North Jersey Philatelist
of November 1980. The author's current Swiss domestic postage due cover exhibit,
still missing a number of pieces, will be the subject of a talk scheduled for March 2,
1988, at the Collectors Club in New York.

Postage due, a penalty for nonpayment of a uniform postage
rate, began in Switzerland on July 1, 1862 . Earlier attempts by
cantonal and federal postal authorities to promote the use of new
adhesive stamps through reduced postage for prepayment of letters
did not involve postage due . There was no penalty in the form of
a surtax on unpaid letters, only "postage collect" of the full rate.

Before the advent of a federal postal department in Switzer-
land, three cantons, Zürich, Geneva and Basel, issued their own
stamps, beginning in 1843 . But the public continued to prefer
sending letters unpaid . In Geneva, the authorities decided to
lower the postage rates for prepayment as the simplest way to
encourage the use of stamps.

Apparently, beginning on March 1, 1844 (the records are not
specific), the canton's post offices sold the 10 centime Double
Geneva stamp for 8c . This made the 5c "half" Geneva only 4c.
These 20% reductions were really discounts for stamp users.
Recipients of letters from correspondents who ignored stamps had
to pay the full rates of 5c within local communities and 10c
within the canton . These discounted charges for stamps in Geneva
remained in effect until the end of cantonal posts.

When the Federal Postal Department took over all cantonal and
private mail services on January 1, 1849, it faced the formidable
task of setting national postal rates and producing stamps . In its
first rates, effective October 1, 1849, it included a special half-
rate of 2+ rappen for local letters in larger cities prepaid with
stamps. For unpaid local letters, the recipients had to pay the
full 5rp charged for 1st rayon (zone) letters going up to 30 miles.

But not until April 5, 1850, did the Federal Assembly select 36
towns with large mail volumes for this special local rate, and not
until late September did the Federal Postal Department distribute
the 2+ rappen Poste Locale and Orts-Post stamps for local
prepayment . As in the case of the reduced Geneva charges, this
was a discount to promote the use of stamps for prepayment . It
was available until December 31, 1851.

The postal authorities issued the first two rayon (zone) stamps,
the tri-colored I and II, on October 1, 1850 . If letter writers
wanted to prepay postage for letters going beyond local areas,
they had to use these new stamps instead of cash, but prepayment
was still not mandatory.
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The next step toward postage due came on October 1, 1854,
when the postal authorities made it obligatory to prepay postage,
and to use stamps to do so. But since the postal department still
assessed no postage due penalty, most letter writers ignored the
new regulation.

Real postage due finally arrived on July 1, 1862, when new

rates included a 5c penalty . The recipient of an unpaid letter had
to pay the penalty amount in addition to the missing delivery

postage . Since the new rates included 10c for all domestic letters

going more than six miles, this meant a total of 15c on an unpaid
letter . For a partially paid letter, the recipient owed the full
penalty amount of 15c less the amount of the affixed postage.

At this time, only 46% of all letters bore prepaid postage . The
impact of the postage due penalty soon became obvious . Within

five years, the number of prepaid letters had risen to 82%.
But this new postage due rate contained an exception that

collectors sometimes overlook until they study Swiss postage rates
carefully . Local letters, those going no more than six miles, were
outside of the penalty regulation if they weighed no more than
ten grams. Whether the letter went prepaid, unpaid or partially
paid, the postage rate was five centimes.

Two changes occurred on September 1, 1871 . The penalty of
5c on unpaid domestic mail was extended to cover unpaid local

letters . In addition, the formula for penalizing partially paid mail

became the sum of the missing postage plus 5c, a total that
resulted in the same penalty as the 1862 formula.

The postage due penalty changed again five years later on
September 1, 1876. Recipients of unpaid mail had to pay double
the prepaid rate. For partially paid mail, they could subtract the
value of any affixed stamps from the double rate . This meant
that a 5c unpaid local letter cost 10c, and a 10c unpaid domestic
letter required 20c . With this stiffer penalty in effect, prepaid
letters increased to 96% of all letters by 1877.

The first Swiss postage due stamps appeared on July 1, 1878.
They helped the Federal Postal Department account for postage
due fees that its mail carriers collected. These stamps, affixed
on mail, also helped convince a suspicious public that the carriers

did not pocket the penalties collected for their own "accounts ."
The next change in postage due became effective on December

1, 1891 . Although the amount due on unpaid mail remained double
the prepaid rate, the formula for penalizing partially paid mail
changed; it was reduced to simply the amount of missing postage.
This was a penalty only in that the recipient had to pay the
deficiency since a penalty surtax no longer drove the full cost
higher than the regular postage rate.
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Finally, the postal authorities selected a postage due formula of
twice the amount of missing postage for partially paid mail,
effective July 1, 1925 . Postage due on unpaid mail remained at
double the normal rate . A local letter, by then requiring 10c for
prepayment, cost 20c unpaid; and a domestic letter, needing 20c,
carried total unpaid charges of 40c . With the change on partially
paid mail, the Federal Postal Department settled on penalty
formulas for domestic mail that remained in effect for more than
half a century.

The next important event involved not penalty formulas but the
type of postage due stamps used to record payments . Starting on
January 1, 1954, all post offices received authorization to add and
cancel definitive stamps with dated postmarks to show postage due
charges on arriving mail . To eliminate questions from recipients
about whether these definitives were really prepaid stamps,
receiving post offices began in June 1955 to cancel them with a
hand-stamped "T" for taxe . Two types exist, a small solid "T" in
a circle and a large, outlined "T ."

So successful was this economy move that Switzerland decided
to discontinue the use of postage due stamps in March 1956 . Post
offices received permission to use commemorative as well as
definitive stamps to collect postage due on August 17, 1962.
Despite the specific dates of introduction of these substitute
postage due stamps, post offices made use of both types before
authorization.

Postage due formulas changes again on January 1, 1976 . For
unpaid mail, the amount due became and remains the prepaid rate
plus 50c; and for partially paid mail, the missing amount plus 50c.
The 50c surcharge reflects the rapidly rising operating costs that
have affected postal administrations everywhere in recent years.

Throughout the years, mail has incurred postage due because
writers have forgotten current postal rates or failed to weigh
their heavy mail . Several other situations, less typical, have also
required postage due.

Government offices and officials have had free postage rights,
whether sending mail to other government offices or private
parties .

	

However, private recipients had to pay postage due
charges on unpaid mail from government offices . A citizen
receiving a court order, for example, also had to pay cash for the
bad news.

The use of no longer valid definitive, commemorative or semi-
postal stamps has often led to postage due . In this same class of
deficient postage are those letters and cards bearing fiscal stamps,
charity labels, and other non-postal stickers . Typically, the post
office at the point or origin has used blue crayon to draw small
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circles beneath and beside invalid stamps to show that they had
"zero" postage value . At first, the postal authorities charged
twice the value of an out-of-date stamp . Apparently sometime in
1946, they reduced the postage due charge to one times the
invalid amount.

Forwarded letters also have triggered postage due charges, if
the extended delivery distance moved a letter from the prepaid
local rate to the higher domestic rate. Collection of only the
missing amount remained in effect until all internal postage rates
increased on November 1, 1967 . Since then, recipients of such
forwarded letters have had to pay twice the missing amount.

Misuse of printed matter and postcards also has led to postage
due . For instance, cards imprinted "drucksache" as printed matter
end up as postcards whenever the sender writes messages on them.
Postcards become subject to letter rates when writers use cards
with non-conforming dimensions, or when they fail to confine
their message to the left half, thus violating the right half, which
is reserved for the recipient's address only.

Military mail is ordinarily free in Switzerland . Mail between
soldiers on active duty and their families qualifies . The postmark
of a military field post office or the free-postage franchise mark
of a military unit's officer have served as evidence of qualifica-
tion. However, some types of mail run into trouble : family mail
forwarded by a military unit to a no longer active soldier, mail to
a soldier from a commercial address, and mail requiring special
services such as registration or express delivery . So-called soldier
stamps, popular as fund-raisers during both World Wars, had no
postal value and served no postal purpose.

Special services for ordinary civilian mail have also resulted in
postage due charges. Postal clerks affix postage due stamps to
receipts for money orders, to special post office envelopes used to
forward mail to temporary addresses, and to preprinted "no
postage" business reply cards delivered at special rates . Post
office patrons also pay postage due on receipts for counter
services outside of regular hours.

Postage due letters sometimes reach their destinations with
special forms attached. One type of form explains the need to
open undeliverable mail in order to determine the return address.
Another requests more information to establish the right to free
postage .

	

Another urges the use of complete and accurate
addresses to avoid forwarding postage . Post offices use still
another form to show the amount of postage due on mail in a
recipient's post office box.

Just because the Swiss postal administration has found
numerous ways to assess postage due does not mean it has always
been successful in collecting these fees and penalties .

	

As a
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variety of mail etiquettes attest, the recipient could be dead, be
unknown, have left, or simply have refused to pay . In such cases,
postmen have been unable to collect the postage due and to use
their "brieftrager" postmarks to cancel the due stamps in their
bags. Instead they have had to annul the stamps with their
straightline "ungultig" (German), "annulé" (French), or "annullato"
(Italian) handstamps . Italian versions are difficult to find.

Another handstamp related to postage due is the usually
bilingual two-line "affranchissement au verso/frankatur siehe
ruckseite" on the front of seemingly unpaid letters and cards.
This mark alerts postal employees to the fact that no postage is
due since the sender has affixed the stamps to the back.

Given all these situations leading to postage due, and the
different rates for domestic letters, local letters, postcards and
printed matter since 1862, it is not surprising to find seemingly
endless variations on postage due mail in Switzerland . Building a
collection to illustrate all the basic changes in prepaid rates and
penalty formulas can be like putting together a thousand-piece
puzzle .

Postage Due Penalties for Nonpayment
of Swiss Internal Rates

Unpaid Mail Partially Paid Mail
July 1, 1862 Prepaid rate plus 5c Prepaid rate plus 5c

Sep . 1, 1871
on domestic only
Prepaid rate plus 5c

minus prepaid postage
Missing postage plus 5c

Sep . 1, 1876
on local and domestic
Double prepaid rate Double prepaid rate

Same
minus prepaid postage
Missing postageDec . 1, 1891

July 1, 1925 Same Double missing postage
Jan . 1, 1976 Prepaid rate plus 50c Missing postage plus 50c

Switzerland issued its first postage due stamps on July 1, 1878 . Normally the post
office at the point of origin noted the amount of postage due and the post office at
the final destination added the postage due stamp(s).

Swiss Internal Prepaid Postage Rates

Domestic
Letter

Local
Letter

Post
Card

Printed
Matter

July 1, 1862 10c/10g 5c/10g 2c/15g
Oct . 1, 1870 5c
Sep . 1, 1871 10c/15g 10c/15g 2c/40g
Dec . 1, 1891 10c/250g 10c/250g 2c/50g
Feb. 1, 1915 3c/50g
Jan . 1, 1918 15c/250g 10c/250g 71c
Jan . 1, 1921 20c/250g 10c 5c/50g
Nov . 1, 1967 30c/250g 20c/250g 20c 10c/50g
Jan . 1, 1973 30c/250g 30c 15c/50g
Jan . 1, 1976 40c/250g 40c/250g 40c 20c/50g
Mar . 1, 1984 50c/250g 50c/250g 50c 35c/50g

A letter going more than 6 miles is a domestic letter . A letter going up to 6 miles
is a local letter . Both distances measured in a straight line.
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Unpaid heavy official registered local letter to private individual ; Menzberg to
Menznau, Oct . 6, 1875 ; 20c prepaid rate ; free postage mark of sender indicated by
cachet of mayor of Menzberg . Postage due from recipient : 10c rate for more than
15g, 5c penalty, 10c registration fee ; unusual use of Sitting Helvetia 10c and 15c
definitives before issuance of first postage due stamps in 1878, affixed and canceled
in Menznau on the same day.

Partially paid domestic letter ; Oberglatt to Basel, Sept . 18, 1902 ; 10c prepaid rate ; 2c
postage paid (stamp hidden by form) ; 8c postage due for missing amount . The
postage due form was used to notify the recipient of the amount due on mail in the
recipient's post office box.
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Partially paid domestic letter ; Basel to Winterthur, Dec . 31, 1911 ; 2c prepaid rate for
printed matter ; 5c postage paid for postcard because reverse side includes a hand-
written message ; 5c postage due for the missing amount for the domestic letter rate
assessed because card has non-conforming (short) height.

Partially paid domestic letter ; Geneva to Lugano, April 25, 1938 ; 20c prepaid rate ; 10c
postage paid ; 20c postage due is double the missing 10c . Letter refused by recipient;
tri-lingual etiquette, "Refusé" in French (handstamp and pencil) ; postage due annulled,
"annullato" in Italian; returned to sender, "RETOUR" in French.
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Partially paid domestic letter; Montana-Vermala to Fribourg, March 22, 1935 ; 20c
prepaid rate ; 11c postage paid ; three 3c revalued invalid stamps marked with circles
(valid only to 31 .12 .1932) ; 20c postage due is double the missing 9c rounded up to the
next full 5c.

Partially paid domestic letter ; La Rosa to Campocologno, June 22, 1932 ; 10c prepaid
postcard rate ; misuse of address space on the right (reserved for address) includes
part of the message ; domestic letter rate applied with 20c prepaid and postage due
of 20c, double the missing 10c.
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Unpaid printed matter ; Goldau to Ruschein, July 24, 1938 ; 5c prepaid rate for
postcard bearing no written message, only (faint) greeting and name of sender along
left edge ; 10c postage due is double the prepaid rate.

Unpaid postcard ; Suderen to Steffisburg, Aug . 20, 1940; 10c prepaid rate ; special
service rate for no-postage business reply card preregistered with the post office is
15c (prepaid rate plus 5c for the service) instead of 20c for double the prepaid rate.
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Unpaid domestic letter ; Thun to Zürich, Sept . 11, 1940; 20c prepaid rate ; soldier
stamps with no postal validity used ; civilian mail was not accepted as free military
mail because recipient presumably was not a family member ; 40c postage due is
double the prepaid rate ; uncollected with the postage due stamp annulled ("ungultig").

Partially paid domestic letter ; Chêne-Bourg to Champery, March 27, 1963; 10c prepaid
rate for local letter delivered within Chêne-Bourg ; letter forwarded to Champery for
new prepaid rate of 20c ; 10c postage due which is only single, instead of double,
missing amount for forwarded mail ; postage due paid with officially permitted use of
commemorative canceled with an encircled "T".
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50th Anniversary Convention

	

Harlan Stone

Now that you've read the SUNPEX AHPS Convention results in
Tell, it's time to look forward to our next national meeting -- at
SEPAD, October 21-23, at King of Prussia (echoes of old European
wars) in Pennsylvania . Since we will be commemorating the 50th
anniversary of the founding of the original Helvetia Society for
Collectors of Switzerland in Philadelphia, we've picked the nearest
thing to a Philadelphia show on the national philatelic circuit
today . SEPAD met there through 1985 when it joined the trend
to suburban sites.

Our 10th national convention since the formation of AHPS in
1975 will be in the Valley Forge Convention & Exhibit Center just
off Exit 36 of the Pennsylvania Turnpike, less than a mile from
the entrance to Valley Forge National Park and only a couple of
miles from the King of Prussia Shopping Complex, the largest mall
in the continental United States (according to the brochure).

Our convention program already includes:
Friday evening -- informal group dinner.
Saturday 11 :00 am -- panoramic slide program on Swiss

stamps and postal history.
Saturday 12:30 pm -- 50th anniversary luncheon honoring

Sophie Buser, last of the nine founders of Helvetia in
1938, and other special guests.

Sunday 8 to I1 am -- combination business/bourse/brunch
gathering for social and philatelic exchanges.

AHPS headquarters will be at our society booth on the SEPAD
exhibition floor. There we will prepare for mailing a special
cacheted cover that Vice President Henry Ratz is designing . We
are also trying to ensure that two or three dealers who specialize
in Swiss and Liechtenstein material will have booths.

Other SEPAD highlights of possible interest:
All weekend -- 1988 national convention of the Postal

History Society.
Saturday evening -- SEPAD awards banquet.
Sunday 11 am -- judges' critique.

Additional details will follow on show hours, room rates,
recreational opportunities at the national park, and other points.
We're promising a full weekend . Won't you plan to attend?
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Auction Action

	

Harlan Stone

In this column on Swiss auction results, I am highlighting the
growing popularity of covers to exotic locations . Letters from
Switzerland to other Western European countries are relatively
common; to Eastern Europe and the United States, less plentiful;
and to other continents, much scarcer . During the Strubel period
of 1854-1863, very little mail seems to have gone beyond Western
Europe (primarily France and places now in West Germany and
Italy) and the United States . But Swiss contacts abroad spread
widely during the Sitting Helvetia period of 1862-1883, with the
increase in emigration and business contacts.

If you are interested in high-rate covers to distant points, the
period to concentrate on is the 1860's and 1870's up to the
reduction and standardization of rates under the UPU on July 1,
1875 . The following prices for 15 covers to far parts of the world
come from 1987 auctions of Rölli (2/19-21), Interphila (10/29-31),
Chiani (11 /2-7), Schwarzenbach (11 /27-28) and Kronenberg (11/27-
28). All Sitting Helvetia stamps on these covers are on white (not
granite) paper and the prices do not include the 15% commission.

5c brown & 1Fr gold to Bengal, India : SFr 5400.
Two 10c blues & two 1Fr golds to Rio de Janeiro: SFr 1600.
30c vermillion & 60c bronze to Montevideo, Uruguay : SFr 1050.
30c vermillion & 60c bronze to Shanghai, China : SFr 1000.
Two 1Fr reddish gold-bronzes to Buenos Aires : SFr 4000.
1 Fr gold to Montevideo : SFr 3200.
10c carmine & 50c purple on 25c envelope to Yokohama, Japan:

SFr 1200.
5c brown & three 30c ultramarines to Madras, India : SFr 950.
5c brown, 10c carmine, two 20c oranges & three 30c ultra-

. marines to Zanzibar, Africa : SFr 3200.
40c green, 60c bronze & 1 Fr reddish gold-bronze to Vera Cruz,

Mexico: SFr 2400.
50c purple on 25c envelope to Yokohama : SFr 1200.
l Fr gold on 5c envelope to Montevideo : SFr 2800.
10c blue, two 30c vermillions & 1Fr reddish gold-bronze to

St .Petersburg, Russia : SFr 2500.
25c green & 50c purple to Beirut, Syria: SFr 2700.
20c orange & three 30c vermillions to Landskrona, Sweden:

SFr 1600.

From these descriptions you can see that unusual destinations
often mean covers with colorful combinations of stamps and
sometimes high-value stamps used alone.
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Sales Circuit Notes

Overall, 1987 was a good year for circuit sales . At one point
there was no material in inventory and only four circuits in
transit . For the New Year, four circuits will be mailed in January
and three or four more in February.

My personal thanks to all circuit participants for a commend-
able level of cooperation making the circuits an efficient,
economical, and convenient way to acquire Swiss material.

Buyers : The dollar/franc exchange rate is having an effect on
the price and availability of Swiss material . Much material is
being repatriated which is not surprising when buy prices in
Switzerland are higher than retail prices here. Buy now through
the circuits where material is available at reasonable prices.

Sellers: We have a good market and need all categories of
Swiss material except semi-postal stamps and post-1960 FDCs . The
rate of sales in our very specialized circuits is high.

Everybody: An SASE will obtain up-to-date instructions and a
sign-up form listing the categories of material handled in the
circuits . If you have questions or need information on circuit
sales, write or call:

Emil L . Tobler, AHPS Sales, PO Box 26, Bradford RI 02808
Telephone: 401-377-2238 (evenings are best)

New Members

2265 Lester Hall, California 2266 John Hogan, California
2267 Richard Jordan, California 2268 Rodney Kregear, California
2269 Garvin Lohman, California 2270 Robert Woesner, New York
2271 Nelson Bentley, Ontario 2272 William Lee, California
2273 Heinz Rissman, Florida 1067 Clifford Chapman, Texas
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Book Review

	

Felix Ganz

Zumstein/Pén 1988 Sonderstempel der Schweiz (Special Cancella-
tions of Switzerland) . Zumstein & Cie ., POB 2585, CH-3001 Bern,
Switzerland; 66 pages. Available spiral bound (SFr 47 .), in four-
ring binder (SFr 60.); postage extra. [See advertisement]

When Monsieur Pén, Swiss caricaturist and cancellation
collector (whose actual name was Péneyveyres) died in his home
Canton of Valais in 1982 after a long illness, the future of the
many Swiss cancellation catalogs he authored beginning in 1960
seemed hazy . Fortunately, both the Emergency Cancellation
Catalog (Wanderstempel) and the Special/Automobile/Offices in
Geneva Cancellation Catalog have been continued by Zumstein.

On legal-size pages one finds an extremely clear chronological
listing (and priced right there) of every special cancellation of
Switzerland, except airmail postmarks, from 1876 through 1987,
plus precursors from 1850 to 1874 . Everything is illustrated; an
absolute beginner should have no difficulty using this catalog.

The introduction and table of contents are in four languages:
German, French, Italian and English . The various types of special
cancellations (A, S, F, cachets not on stamps, etc .) are explained
with unmistakable simplicity . Repeating postmarks (for the annual
BIT conferences, the Automobile Salon, Balloon Week, etc .) are
listed separately ahead of the catalog proper. Also illustrated are
all existing basic strikes for the various automobile (mobile and
temporary) offices . Also shown and priced are a few machine
cancellations; a left-over from when a complete catalog of these
strikes was not yet available . Not listed are the publicity
(Kurortstempel) marks ; they are not special postmarks, in the true
sense, because they are used daily in their respective offices.

Very helpful are the illustrations, at each occurrence, of more
than one postmark used (notably for the early shooting festivals,
gymnastic meetings, and singing get-togethers) . A reader can
easily compare and no longer needs to guess as to what he has.

Prices may surprise some readers, perusers, or collectors
because some of these strikes retail for as much as SFr 500.

One warning is given: collect such markings on complete cover
or card. Cut-outs, fuzzy strikes and strikes not totally clear of
the address rate but a small fraction of the prices given.

On pages 63-65, there is even a quick guide for topical
collectors; and on the last page there are markings of the Swiss
PTT at fairs, abroad, etc . as well as a short "Corrigenda".

Not an inexpensive work, to be sure, especially now with the
US dollar at its nadir; but if you collect special postmarks of
Switzerland, you cannot do without this publication.
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Swiss Airmails
by Alex Newall

This article first appeared in

Stamp World No . 6, July 1987.

At the beginning of this century Switzerland was poor . A
country without natural resources, with two-thirds of its area
covered by mountains, it prospered on its fresh air and the hard
work and honesty of its citizens . By 1912 their sheer peace of
mind was somewhat disturbed by the rumblings of rearming and
war talk amongst their powerful neighbors.

On of the new developments concerned flying . Every week
saw one or more Airdays in France . The Germans went bananas
on the financing and construction of their umpteenth Zeppelin.
The Italian poet and hero, Gabriele D'Annunzio, broke as he was,
came back from France to fly all over the place and thus increase
the patriotic fervor of his countrymen . The Swiss opinion was
divided.

There were those traditional objectors who claimed that 'if
God wanted a man to fly He would have provided him with wings'
and supported their objection to aviation by three arguments:

1. Switzerland was poor and planes were expensive.
2. Swiss geography does not lend itself to flying, not even

mentioning landing.
3. Switzerland's powerful neighbors may take a poor view of

the strictly neutral Swiss dabbling in aviation.
There were others, which included the Swiss Army officers,

who answered that a flying machine, engine and all, need not cost
more than a decent post-chaise, and if you look at Fig . 1 you may
be inclined to believe it . They further maintained that the very
inaccessibility of some parts of Switzerland made the development
of flying important.

Finally, and most importantly, they answered the third
argument with an expression of a firm belief that an inoffensive
but armed neutral is safer than a helpless one . The idea of armed
neutrality was [re]born.

A group of army officers brought into being a National
Aviation Fund to obtain financial means for the creation of an
Aviation Unit . A number of pilots started in 1913 a series of
demonstration flights in the main centers of Switzerland . The
local committees would rope off a suitable piece of land and,
after erecting a cashier's booth at the entrance, hoped that the
populace would pay 50c to the Fund for watching the display.
The frugal and hardworking Swiss stood outside the roped area
and wondered at the miracle of flight.
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Figure 1

To make sure of some revenue, the committee in the town of
Basel printed special vignettes and offered to fly postcards
carrying the vignette and a special cachet . The postal authorities
did not raise any objections as long as next to the vignette the
card was prepaid with the usual postage stamp . And so was born
the pioneer air mail of Switzerland.
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Of the seventeen pioneer flights planned, fifteen took place.
Two of the flights, both planned for Olten, did not take place,
once because the pilot (E . Roch) killed himself on arrival and the
second time because another pilot (Borrer) declared the field unfit
for landing .

The vignettes of the Swiss pioneer mail,
having been issued specifically for use on air
mail, come within the terms of an aerophilatelic
study . They were printed locally, often without
great attention to detail and present a collector
with a great number of varieties in print,
perforation, color, etc . Most of the flights
themselves carry background anecdotes which
often give one a very real insight into the
conditions and attitudes of the time.

In all twelve different vignettes were issued : Aarau, Basel,
Bern, Burgdorf, Herisau, Langnau, Laufen, Liestal, Lugano, Sion,
Solothurn, (Olten) . Most of them belong to the expensive Swiss
rarities . They are described in some detail in either the Zumstein
Swiss Catalog or in the Swiss Specialized Airmail Catalog.

Flight at Vevey, one of the rarest . No vignette.

The first mail flight was by Oskar Bider from Basel to Liestal
on 9 March 1913 . The pilot of a Blériot monoplane had his
brother George as passenger. George had the mail bag between
his legs .

	

Nothing describes the event better than George's
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description of the mail's delivery . He disen-
tangled the bag from his legs and finally
managed to drop it overboard. Immediately
the lightened aircraft jumped 8 feet up and
it took all of Oskar's skill to control it.

When the local committee in Lugano was
deciding on the size of the vignette issues,
the chairman said that even printing 4000 is ridiculous . He could
not think of 4000 letter-writing citizens between Lugano and
Mendrisio . In fact, 4000 vignettes were printed and sold . Some
of the reception points ran out of vignettes and cacheted the
postcards without them, collecting the Fund's 50c all the same.

The last of the flights took place in Laufen on 28 September
1913 and the whole enterprise went into hibernation . But the
pioneering group succeeded in their original purpose.

The Swiss Government accepted the principle of armed
neutrality and started arming . In the spring of 1914 our pioneer-
ing friends found themselves in uniform . The Schweizer Flieger
Abteilung (Swiss Flying Corps) was born and civil aviation was put
in moth balls for the next five years.

The money contributed to the National Fund and the wartime
recall of Swiss engineers from abroad permitted the Swiss to build
their own aeroplanes . By 1916 they had 61 licensed pilots and by
1919, 100 planes stationed in Dübendorf (Zürich) and in Lugano.

Air Force planes from Dübendorf flew often on the Zürich-
Bern - Lausanne route and carried official mail . The Swiss Post
Office overprinted a 50c stamp with the Air Force Emblem to be
used on the first Swiss regular air mail route . Civil use of air
mail arrived in Switzerland and it proved to be a complete flop.
The country had to wait till 1922 when the Swiss company Adastra
opened a mail service from Geneva to Zürich and Germany.

Address side of card on front cover (W . Fitzgibbons).
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Hotels, Etc . (or, Not Filatelic . . .But Phun!)
by Charles J . LaBlonde

It's nearly impossible to go through a dealer's cover box
without finding a variety of publicity cachets from hotels, Alpine
club huts, guest houses, pensions, restaurants, cable cars and much
more. While these items, by strict definition, are not philatelic,
they are interesting and fun to collect . Most of the rubber stamp
cachets are related to the tourist industry and to places fre-
quented by tourists ; thus, one finds most of the cachets on post-
cards and dated in the summer vacation months . As with any
aspect of philately, there are no rules for collecting these items,
what follows are only the observations of one collector.

My collection of "tourist things" includes the cachets noted
above as well as hotel envelopes (often beautiful examples of
engraving), pictures (postcards, that is) of places that used the
cachets and cancels from tourist spots . One might say that the
nicer items are those which "match :" Picture of hotel or restau-
rant on one side, cachet from same place on the other side, and
cancel from the town in which the establishment is located.
Obviously there are many possible variations on this.

We could say a word about quality . Since most of these items
originate from popular tourist spots, where postal traffic is heavy,
quality of cachet and cancel is not always first class . By the
same token, prices for the items vary widely . There are dealers
who will attempt to emphasize and capitalize on the private
cachets . . .let the buyer beware! Although nearly everything Swiss
is cataloged, these cachets, to my knowledge, are not . Shall we
work on a checklist? [Many Heimat-style collectors would be
forever grateful -- and the prices would zoom, too! FG]

Finally, a sidelight. A Mister Walter Pulfer Postier (as best I
can read his writing) apparently went on an organized campaign to
get as many of the cachets as possible . He numbered his
postcards and probably kept a log of his mailings ; numbers in my
possession go as high as 6626! Dates range from 1930 to 1955.
Some of his creations are quite bizarre as you can see . He
usually wrote around the cachets after receipt of the card and
often franked his cards with two 3 centime stamps (1 centime
over franked). Does anyone else have some examples of Mr.
Postiers's work that they might share with us?
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Exhibit Awards

	

Harlan Stone

In recent months, members have garnered the following awards for exhibits of Swiss
and Liechtenstein material . If your name is missing, please send information,

including number of exhibit pages, to Harlan Stone, PO Box 299, Summit NJ 07901.

Howard A . Bauman

	

Bundsfeier Cards ; SUNPEX ; Silver, Mulready 2nd, AHPS Bronze

Ernest L . Bergman

	

Swiss Landscapes ; APS Stampshow ; Silver

Wayne Fitzgibbons

	

Swiss Zeppelin Flights ; Hafnia ; Vermeil

Swiss Zeppelin Flights ; IL State Fair ; 1st

Swiss Air Mail (128) ; CHICAGOPEX; Vermeil

Felix Ganz

	

Liechtenstein Postal Stationery ; SUNPEX ; Vermeil, AHPS

Silver, Marcus White
Bernard J . Kosmoski League of Nations & Its Agencies (80) ; National (NYC);

Vermeil
Bruce Marsden

	

Swiss Fondue ; SUNPEX ; Silver-Bronze
Ralph B. Soderberg

	

Standing Helvetia ; SUNPEX ; Grand, AHPS Grand, APS Pre-1900

Harlan F . Stone

	

Sitting Helvetia (80) ; APS Stampshow ; Gold
Swiss Domestic Postage Due Covers (144) ; INDYPEX ; Vermeil
Sitting Helvetia (96) ; SEPAD ; Gold
Swiss Domestic Postage Due Covers (144) ; SUNPEX ; Vermeil
Liechtenstein ; WISCOPEX; APS Gold
Standing Helvetia; Hafnia; Large Vermeil
Specialized Swiss Covers ; VT State Fair ; 2nd

Marvin B . Tews
Edmund C . Walton
Mark Weiner
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Official 1st Day Covers & Their Poor Cousins
by Henry Ratz

A thoughtful man once said: "Be chary of giving advice . Wise
men don't need it and fools won't heed it ." But the following
caveat emptor story needs to be told anyhow, as I have seen the
FDC gimmick played once too often in this country . It usually
starts like this:

Wow! A whale of a deal, isn't it? With an assumed exchange
rate of 1 :1 .5 (and we have seen this go from that bad to worse)
the above sale price is only 30% of catalog . You can't get it any
better folks, for VF FD material. Unfortunately for many an
unwary buyer, there is a hidden catch . And it goes as follows.

Contrary to the rather short-sighted and monopolistic practice
in the US (obviously lobbied and rammed through way-back-when
by the large FDC producers and subscription services) all newly
issued stamps in Switzerland are available at most POs on the
pre-announced first day of release . Thus citizen and stamp
collector, in democratic fashion, can walk up to any PO counter
and have a date cancel applied to those just released stamps.
Thousands of the average type exist, and the Swiss auction
catalogs today are full of rather outstanding ones put together in
the past by a handful of collectors, dealers, and postmasters with
superior aesthetic tastes . Here's a typical example from 1916.
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As time went on, more and more people, stimulated by the
proliferation and success of FDC services in the US and else-
where, started providing such services in Switzerland, many
operating in Bern and other major cities . The operators were
mainly full-time and some weekend dealers, and any local cancel
qualified as a FD cancel, whether done at Bern Briefannahme, La
Côte-Aux-Fées/NE, or Comprovasco/TI . Here is a representative
sample from the mid-40's.

The ball game took a dramatic turn in 1948 when the Swiss
PTT decided to get into the FDC service act themselves and cut
out the middle men. For the occasion (75th anniversary of the
UPU, May 16, 1948) a brand new set of FD cancels was created,
executed each with a different language (German, French and
Italian) but used in Bern only by the philatelic service arm . I'm
sure you are familiar with those three cancels by now, but if you
want to learn more about them, AHPS member Gary Hofmann has
covered them in depth in Tell, Jan.-Apr . 1975; "The Official First
Day Cancellations of Switzerland in Three Languages, 1948-1961 ."

What Mr. Hofmann did not cover is what happened to all these
covers that were prepared by thousands of people around
Switzerland on those first days of release for themselves, their
friends there and abroad, etc ., all done at the local POs . In very
simple terms: they were quickly relegated to out-house status.
With subsequent collecting and exhibiting clamor for more and
more post frisch, super high-quality stuff, those poor amateurisch
local FD covers were severely downgraded . Officialdom was in
and, judging by the current auction scene, still is . The net
effect, of course, is that such local covers command only a
fraction of what the official ones from Bern bring in.

Since the FD related part of the market represents a signifi-
cant part of the total stamp market today, one would assume that
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major catalog publishers, such as Zumstein, Michel, Müller, would
at least devote a sentence or a paragraph to elaborate on this
two-tier pricing system. Forget it. Not a word; as if it were
meant to keep the troops in the dark . Now, take a look at the
Ersttag- und Spezialkatalog published by Schwarzenbach/Bietenholz
and you'll find for most issues from 1948 on, four catagories of
prices: one for covers with the cancel in German, French, and
Italian, and a fourth without any explanation . You say you always
wondered about that fourth price ; it's the going price for those
out-house FDCs with local cancels.

The four categories are further refined in a second column for
the same covers with official cachets imprinted, as opposed to just
plain covers . In the case of the 1948 Pro Juventute FDC (of
which I have two examples), the prices for a set of singles on
cover are as follows (1985 edition):

Catalog Number FDC FDC w/ SC(achet)
Zumstein J125-28 o deutsch 145 Fr 230 Fr
Scott B179-82 o french 180 Fr 250 Fr
1 .12.1948 o italian 280 Fr 350 Fr

o local 50 Fr 55 Fr

Accordingly, a look at the two examples here would indicate
that the first is priced at 250 Fr, whereas the second, probably
cancelled only a few yards or a floor away, with a local cds is
worth only 50 Fr!
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Knowing this, let's take a closer look at the cover
advertisement which introduced this article. The eight catalog prices for
the 1948 Pro Patria FDC are as follows:

Catalog Number	 FDC	 FDCw/SC(achet)
Zumstein B38-41 o deutsch 150 Fr 200 Fr
Scott B174-77

	

o french

	

160 Fr 220 Fr
15 .6 .1948

	

o italian

	

220 Fr

	

350 Fr
o local

	

40 Fr

	

45 Fr

In the ad, it's a plain cover, no cachet . It cites a "St .Gallen"
cds as a German FD cancel . Incorrect! The fact that St.Gallen is
located in a German language area of Switzerland does not qualify
it for the only official Bern FD cancel in German . In the ad, the
catalog value is 160 Fr, slightly more than the 150 Fr shown
above . Incorrect and misleading! The catalog value of the cover
described is 40 Fr . At an exchange rate of 1 :1 .5, that's $26 .66.
It would probably retail around $20 in Switzerland and wholesale
for less than $8. Where does that leave you when the bargain
sale price is $32 .50 which is supposed to be 30% of catalog.
Instead, you just paid 22% over catalog!

The fact is that many, many local FDC have been sold in the
US this way, either with full knowledge of the situation by the
seller or unintentionally through ignorance and the absence of a
clear definition in the regular Swiss catalogs. Let's not even
mention Scott!

I have repeatedly pointed out these misrepresentations to
dealers and auctioneers . Most of the time I get nothing more
that blank stares . In the case of the above advertisement, the
dealer responded in a letter:
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" . . .concerning the non-official FDCs, it's important for you to
know that much of the world, especially the German market, uses
the Michel Catalogue which does not list official cancels, that is
where much of those FDCs are sold . Do not underestimate the
German market for Switzerland, it is quite large . . . ."

That might be so, and indeed the Michel catalog editors call a
FDC valid for any kind of mail with a first day cancellation,
although the explanation given under the Ersttagstempel (first day
cancel) heading is that they often involve covers made up for that
purpose by postal administrations or private parties . However, the
ad in question was placed in the USA and not in Germany.
Further, the Germans are heavy bidders at Swiss auctions and, as
far as I can see, are just as big sticklers for high quality official
covers as the Swiss are.

Please don't get me wrong . I have absolutely nothing against
nice FDCs that were posted locally . Frankly, compared to the
pompous FDCs from Bern that look so hygienically Swiss clean, I
would prefer owning some that were posted in far-out, small
hamlets where no one else ever makes up FDCs . All I'm saying
is: be aware that there is an unequal two-tier price game in
effect and don't get suckered in . Ask for the real McCoy or pay
much less for average local stuff.

If you think you cannot justify a specialized FDC catalog for
the few times you may buy FDCs from the multilingual official
cancel period (1948-59 for common and publicity issues, 1948-51
for PJ, 1948-52 for PP, and 1948 for airmail issues), the regular
Swiss catalogs give you a clue about pricing for full sets of
covers without special cancels: the bold-face set prices in the
right-hand columns under the cover symbol should be your guide.

Good luck and remember my usual fee is 10% of any money
saved! If you want to spend more, that's fine.

New Issues Include Pro Aero
A Pro Aero stamp will be issued March 8th to mark the 50th

anniversary of the Pro Aero Foundation. Printed by rotogravure
in a miniature sheet of eight stamps, it shows the "Auntie Ju", a
Junkers JU-52 flying past the Matterhorn and it is denominated as
1 .40 + .60 francs . On 19.5 .88, five special flights will be flown:
Zürich-Samedan, Samedan-Agno, Agno-Geneva, Geneva-Zürich and
Zürich-Anchorage over the North Pole . The complete set of
cacheted covers may be ordered from the Bern Philatelic Bureau
for SFr 14 .50 (until 30 .4 .88).

Also, five publicity stamps will be issued March 8th including a
design by Lucerne artist Hans Erni marking 50 years of Lucerne's
International Music Festival . SW
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Note: K314a; Château d'Oex had a K-cancel (K314) 1962-1970 and
has been 18 years without one.

Closed post offices:
Neuchâtel La Côte (31 .12 .1987) 6124 Twerenegg (1 .1 .1988)
6671 Niva (1 .1 .1988) 6651 Moneto (1 .1 .1988)
Piano di Campo (1 .1 .1988) 1871 Les Giettes (9 .1 .1988)

New post office: Neuchâtel La Rosière (4 .1 .1988)
Post code change : 6834 Serfontana to 6836 (1 .1 .1988)
Name changes:

1295 Mies to 1295 Mies-Tannay (8 .2.1988)
7003 Chur 3 Reisepost to 7003 Chur 3 Postautodienst (4 .1 .1988)

UN Geneva New Issues & FDC
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